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CHAPTERR I I THEE USEFUL EFFECT DOCTRINE 

i I . II  Introductio n 

Inn the previous chapters we have been looking at the rules that 
governn restrictions of competition by undertakings. Competition may, however, 
alsoo be restricted or distorted by the member states acting in their public author-
ity.. Such government-induced restrictions and distortions are also within the 
ambitt of Community competition law. The first instrument within this group of 
competitionn law that we will look at is the so-called useful effect rule.1 

Ass we wil l be seen in the following paragraph, the useful effect rule was 
aa later, Court-made, addition to the Community's lists of competition instru-
ments.. Despite the fact that the existence of the useful effect rule was thus 
acknowledgedd at a later stage, is can be seen, as wil l also be shown below,2 as a 
lexlex generalis with regard to Article 86 EC. Acknowledging this lex generalis char-
acterr is a very helpful tool to understand the useful effect doctrine and relate its 
applicationn to that of Article 86. 

Inn this chapter we shall first have a look at the useful effect doctrine in 
generall  and secondly we will investigate the possibilities to take environmental 
considerationss into account. 

i i . 22 A general outline of the useful effect doctrine 

Ass we have seen the EC Treaty contains rules directed at both 
firmsfirms as well the member states. However, the latter set of rules (Articles 86 
andd 87-88 EC) contained a loophole in that certain forms of public-private 
cooperationcooperation were not covered by any particular competition rule. This loophole 
iss of particular interest to, inter alia, the Netherlands where, for example, the 
Environmentall  Management Act provides for a possibility to declare an agree-
mentt between the majority of the members of an industry on a removal fee 
too be generally binding on the entire sector.' Such removal fees show some 

11 Because this rule was a later addition to the body of EC competition law it has also been called the 'new 

norm'' (see, e.g., Mortelmans 2001, p. 619). Since this rule, at the moment, exists for over twenty years 

alreadyy and it can therefore hardly be called new, we wil l refer to it as the useful effect rule or doctrine. 

Cf.. Buendia Sierra who refers in this respect to the 'effet utile principle', Buendia Sierra 1999, p. 263 

ett seq. Furthermore, by analogy to the U.S. doctrine, it also referred to as the 'state action doctrine' cf. 

Hoffmann 1990, p. 12 and opinion of A-G Jacobs in Case C-198/01, C.I.F. Consorzio Industrie Fiammiferi 

v.. Autorité Garante delta Concorrenza e del Mercato, opinion of 30 January 2003, n.y.r., to be found on 

www.curia.eu.int. . 
22 Infra, paragraph 12.1. 
33 Section 15.10 of the Environmental Management Act (Wet milieubeheer), Most recently amended by Stb. 

1999,, 208. See further on this possibility Vedder 2002, p. 33. Thus, the fact that, as Ritter, Braun & 
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resemblancee to the privately agreed environmental surcharge that was under 
considerationn in the VOTOB case and therefore, it cannot be ruled out that the 
agreementt between the industry in itself is contrary to Article 81. However, in 
thiss scenario the government act does not fall within the scope of Article 86 
orr 87 since it involves neither the granting of a special or exclusive right nor 
thee transfer of any public funds. Furthermore, the underlying agreement is no 
longerr just an agreement between undertakings but has been taken out of the 
privatee sphere, soaked in public law and thus removed from the scope of Article 
81.. The Court subsequently plugged this loophole when it came up with the 
usefull  effect doctrine in the GB-Inno-BMv. ATAB case.4 In this case, the Court 
heldd that, although, Articles 81 and 82 are directed at undertakings, member 
statee authorities are under an obligation not to detract from the useful effect 
off  these provisions. This follows from Article 10 in connection with Article 81. 
Followingg this judgment, the most important question was what exactly was the 
scopee of this obligation. Later case law has clarified this to some extent and has 
providedd us with the following definition of the useful effect rule.5 

AlthoughAlthough Article 85 [Now Article Si] of the Treaty is, in itself, concerned solely 
withwith the conduct of undertakings and not with measures adopted by Member States 
byby law or regulation, the fact nevertheless remains that Article 85 of the Treaty, in 
conjunctionconjunction with Article 5 [Now Article 10] requires the Member States not to intro-
duceduce or maintain in force measures, even of a legislative nature, which may render 
ineffectiveineffective the competition rules applicable to undertakings. 

SuchSuch would be the case if a Member State were to require or favour the adoption 
ofof agreements, decisions or concerted practices contrary to Article #5 or to reinforce 
theirtheir effects, or to deprive its own rules of the character of legislation by delegating to 
privateprivate economic operators responsibility for taking decisions affecting the economic 
sphere. sphere. 

Thee test thus laid down is threefold. Firstly, member states may not require 
orr favour the adoption of agreements that are contrary to Article 81. Secondly, 
memberr states may not reinforce the effects of such agreements and, thirdly, 
memberr states may not delegate to economic operators the responsibility for 
decisionss affecting the economic sphere. With regard to these three tests, 
essentiallyy two branches can thus be discerned: on the one hand the requir-

Rawlinsonn rightly remark, the possibility to declare an agreement generally binding has disappeared 

withh the new Netherlands Competition Act, does not rule out similar acts on the basis of the Environ-

mentall  Management Act, Ritter, Braun & Rawlinson 1998, p. 785. 
44 Case 13/77, GB-INNO-BMv. ATAB, [1977] ECR 2155. 
55 Case 267/86, Van Eycke v. ASPA, [1988] 4769, later confirmed in Case C-35/96, Commission v. Italy 

(CNSD),, [1998] ECR [-3851, paras. 53 and 54. 
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ing,, favouring and reinforcing of an agreement and, on the other hand, the 
delegationn of powers.6 However, wide-ranging these three tests may seem, the 
applicabilityy of the first branch - i.e. requiring or favouring the adoption of an 
agreementt or reinforcing its effects - of the test still requires an 'underlying' 
agreementt that is contrary to Article 81. This two-tier approach can be seen in 
thee Dutch pension funds cases where the court ruled out the applicability of the 
usefull  effect doctrine to the member state action precisely because the underly-
ingg agreement was not prohibited by Article 8i.7 With regard to the third test 
-- delegating to economic operators the responsibility for decisions affecting the 
economicc sphere - there is no link with Article 81. The Court's case law appears 
too indicate that such a delegation can be said to exist in situations where a 
regulationn allows a private actor to take certain decisions without taking consid-
erationss other than those of the industry concerned, into account. In Reiff, the 
Courtt addressed this issue and considered whether a procedure whereby road 
haulagee tariffs were agreed by a committee consisting of, mostly, representatives 
off  the transport industry. In doing so it took into account the following factors. 
Firstly,, it looked at the objectives of the national laws in place and came to the 
conclusionn that these were not intended to serve the interests of the industry 
butt rather served the general interest.8 After that the Court looked at the way 
thee system operated in practice. The Court appeared to attach great weight to 
thee fact that the minister could participate in the discussions leading up to the 
conclusionn of the tariffs. Furthermore, the minister could replace a decision 
byy the committee with his own decision if the decision by the committee took 
insufficientt account of the general interests.9 As a result, it can be said that a 
memberr state does not delegate its powers if it retains a decisive influence by 
whichh it can ascertain that interests other than those of the industry concerned 
aree observed. 

Ass may be expected, the Court's useful effect doctrine was not been given an 
equallyy warm welcome by everyone. The combined application of Article 10 and 
811 has led to the addition of a new instrument to the EC's arsenal of competition 
law.. Moreover, this instrument deeply encroaches upon the member state's sove-
reigntyy to regulate (together with the industry) everyday life on markets. It has 
thereforee been argued that the useful effect doctrine is an undue extension of 
thee EC's competition laws into the daily life of the modern corporatist state.10 

66 Cf. Gyselen 2000. p. 432, 436. 
77 Case C-67/96, Albany, [1999] ECR I-5751, para. 66 and joined Cases C-180/98 to 184/98, Pavlov, [2000] 

ECR-6451,, para. 58. 
88 Case C-185/91, Bundesanstalltfür den Güterfernverkchrv. Reiff (Reifi), [1993] ECR I-5801, para. 21. 
99 Ibid., para. 22. See also Case C-153/91, Germany v. Delta Schiffahrts und Speditionsgeselkchaft (Delta), 

[1994]]  ECR I-2517, paras. 20-22. 
100 See, more extensively, Neergaard 1998. 
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Thesee criticisms boil down to a subsidiarity type of reasoning whereby it is 
arguedd that member states should retain some powers to shape the day-to-day 
economicc operation on their territories. It is submitted that such reasoning is 
flawedflawed to some extent. To demonstrate this, the two branches of the useful effect 
doctrinee should be separately looked at. For a member state to act in contraven-
tionn of the first branch of the useful effect doctrine, the underlying cartel must 
off  itself violate Article 81. Is widely accepted that the mere fact that an agree-
mentt is contrary to Article 81 is in itself sufficient for the Community to be able 
too oppose this agreement. The Community's free market economy is inherently 
opposedd to restrictions of competition and for this very reason agreements that 
aree restrictive of competition are either prohibited or exempted by the Commis-
sion.. If this is common ground, then why should the fact that an agreement 
iss taken outside the private sphere and given some public law status suffice to 
bringg it completely outside the scope of Community law? It is more than likely 
thatt conferring this public law status upon the agreement actually increases 
thee restrictive effects of the agreement. Moreover, as the alternative 'object' and 
'effect'' tests in Article 81 already show, Community competition law wil l not 
contentt itself with legal formalism but also looks at the actual effects on compe-
tition.. If we recognise this effects-based approach, should the useful effect 
doctrinee then come as a surprise? The Treaty itself already provides evidence of 
ann effects-based approach by not only governing more or less specific types of 
statee action (e.g. the free movement provisions) but also by laying down a more e 
generall  duty of loyalty to the Community in Article 10. Therefore, it is submitted 
thatt with regard to the first branch of the useful effect rule, criticisms that the 
ECC is unduly extending the scope of its powers to govern also state actions, are 
flawed. flawed. 

Withh regard to the second branch of the useful effect rule the criticisms 
appearr to be well founded. In these cases there is no underlying cartel that 
violatess a Treaty provision. It may therefore be asked whether the effects-based 
approachh has not been taken too far in this context. The rationale behind the 
delegationn of certain decision-making powers to representations of industry is 
oftenn one that hinges on the need to make use of the industry's expertise. In 
thee environmental context this is explicitly recognised by the Community and 
nationall  policies with regard to environmental agreements and so-called 'flex-
iblee regulation' as opposed to so-called 'command and control' type of instru-
ments.""  It is often considered that such agreements are more efficient means to 
attainn certain environmental goals since industry knows much better than the 
governmentt how to attain these goals at minimum costs. Taking into account 
thesee legitimate reasons for cooperation between the state and industry, an 
unmitigatedd application of the useful effect doctrine seems unnecessary and 

""  Commission Communication on Environmental Agreements, COM (96)561, OJ1996 L 333/69. 
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indeedd an undue extension of the Community's competences to review acts of 
thee member states. However, the test adopted under the second branch reflects 
thesee concerns in that a delegation of powers is allowed insofar as this is in the 
publicc interest and the state ensures compliance with this public interest. It wil l 
bee seen below that the Court takes these considerations into account in its recent 
casee law on the useful effect doctrine. 

InIn sum, the two branches of the useful effect doctrine still allow the national 
authoritiess considerable room. The first branch requires an underlying agree-
mentt contrary to Article 81. As Albany and Pavlov have shown, instances can 
certainlyy be conceived where the underlying agreement is simply not contrary to 
Articlee 81. In chapter 3 we have seen a number of possibilities for an agreement 
too either fall outside the scope of Article 81(1) in the first place or to be justified 
byy an exemption. In either case the agreement wil l not be contrary to Article 
811 so that any government action with regard to this agreement will escape the 
usefull  effect rule. The second branch essentially requires that member states 
retainn some power to ascertain that the general interest is indeed taken into 
account.12 2 

11.33 Exceptions to the useful effect doctrine 

InIn the light of what has been said in the preceding paragraph, 
thee two branches of the useful effect doctrine seem to allow member states a 
sufficientt margin to conduct national policy. This begs the question of whether 
andd to what extent these exceptions can function in an environmental setting. 
Inn other words: can environmental concerns be integrated into the application 
off  the useful effect doctrine? In this respect it must be said that, as far as we 
aree aware, there are no decisions or judgments on the application of the useful 
effectt doctrine in an environmental context.13 

Withh regard to the first branch of the useful effect rule, the interpretation 
off  Article 81 in itself allows for sufficient room to integrate environmental 
concernss as was shown above. Many environmental agreements may, for exam-
ple,, be considered to restrict competition only to an extent that is non appreci-
able.. Similarly, an agreement that benefits from an exemption will not, for the 
durationn of the exemption, be contrary to Article 81. At the moment, this effec-
tivelyy means that such agreements have to be notified with the Commission in 
orderr to obtain an exemption before a member state can, for example, declare 

111 Case C-38/97, Autotrasporti Librandi v. Cuttica spedizioni e servizi internationali (Librandi), [1998J ECR 

1-5955,, P^a. 45-
155 The Commission, however, has hinted at the possibility of applying this rule to environmental regula-

tionss on a few occasions, Commission, XXIInd . Competition Report (1992), para. 77. 
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suchh an agreement generally binding without violating the useful effect rule. 
Ass there is no block exemption for environmental agreements and the existing 
blockk exemptionss do not apply, any agreement that falls within the scope of Arti-
clee 81(1) can only not be contrary to Article 81 if it benefits from an individual 
exemption.. Irrespective of the practical difficulties involved in obtaining an 
exemption,, this should not prove to be a stumbling block. 

However,, with regard to the need to obtain an exemption the following can 
bee said. In the introductory paragraph we have already noted the fact that the 
usefull  effect rule can be seen a lex generalis with regard to Article 86. With 
regardd to this provision, Article 86(2) allows member states to justify possible 
incursionss on Article 86{i). Although it is not entirely certain, there are reasons 
too assume that the applicability of Article 86(2) may also make it unnecessary 
too obtain an exemption.14 It is submitted that insofar as the possibility to justify 
actionss that fall within the scope of Article 86 on the basis of Article 86(2) may 
obviatee the necessity of an exemption pursuant to Article 81(3), that a similar 
possibilityy should exist with regard to useful effect doctrine. 

Afterr the entry into force of Regulation 1/2003, Article 81(3) wil l have 
becomee directly applicable. As a result, the notification procedure as well as 
thee Commission's monopoly to grant exemptions will also cease to exist. With 
regardd to the useful effect doctrine this will not lead to any particular difficul-
ties.. A (national) court before which the useful effect doctrine is invoked can 
simplyy rule on the applicability of Article 81 as a whole. If it considers Article 81 
nott to apply to the underlying agreement (either because Article 81(1) does not 
applyy or because the conditions of Article 81(3) are fulfilled), the useful effect 
doctrinee wil l not apply to the government's action with regard to that agreement. 

Similarly,, the second branch of the useful effect rule will not necessarily 
provee to be an insurmountable obstacle to government action. Essentially, it 
onlyy requires that the public authorities possess and actively use their supervi-
soryy powers to ascertain that an agreement indeed serves the objective of the 
protectionn of the environment. In the context of the example of the possibility 
too declare an agreement on removal fees generally binding, the Environment 
ministerr should actively supervise the amount of the removal fee in order to 
ascertainn that it does not exceed the costs incurred in the collection and treat-
mentt of the products concerned. 

Interestingly,, the recent case law of the Court pursuant to the useful effect 
doctrinee appears to allow for the possibility to justify member state actions that 
falll  within the scope of the useful effect doctrine. This justification seems to 
findfind its origin in the opinion of A-G Jacobs in the Pavlov case. In his opinion the 
Advocate-Generall  argued that the link between, on the one hand, the fact that 
thee underlying agreement must be contrary to Article 81 and, on the other hand, 

144 Infra, paragraph 12.5. 
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thee government act is unsatisfactory.'5 He considers this because the underlying 
decisionn in Pavlov was of itself not restrictive enough and therefore falls outside 
Articlee 81 whereas the government intervention, which increases the restrictive 
effects,, also falls outside the scope of the useful effect doctrine precisely because 
off  the insufficiently restrictive effects of the underlying agreement.16 Instead 
hee proposes to opt for a presumption of illegality that can be justified on public 
interestt grounds.17 More precisely, he proposes an alternative test whereby state 
measuress that are taken in pursuit of a legitimate and clearly defined public 
interestt objective are allowed when the member state also actively supervises 
thee underlying concertation even if this state measure reinforces the restrictive 
effects.. The Court appears to have adopted this test to some extent in paragraphs 
988 and 100 of its ruling.'8 

'As'As for the request, made to the public authorities by an organisation representing 
thethe members of a profession, to make membership of the occupational pension fund it 
hashas set up compulsory, it is made under a scheme identical to those existing under the 
nationalnational law of a number of countries concerning the exercise of regulatory authority 
inin the social domain. Such regimes ARE DESIGNED TO PROMOTE THE CREATION OF 

SUPPLEMENTARYY PENSIONS OF TH E SECOND TYPE and INCLUD E A NUMBE R OF SAFE-

GUARDSS WHOSE OBSERVANCE TH E COMPETENT MINISTE R MUST ENSURE, SO that a 

requestrequest by the members of a profession for membership to be made compulsory cannot 
constituteconstitute an infringement of Article 85(1) [Now Article 81(1)] of the Treaty. 

Thus,Thus, for the same reasons, a decision by the Member State in question to make 
membershipmembership of such a fund compulsory for all members of the profession is not 
contrarycontrary to Articles 5 [Now Article 10] and #5 of the Treaty either.' [Emphasis added] 

Thee Court, in short, comes to the conclusion that the member state action in 
thiss case is designed to provide, put simply, social protection (i.e. pensions) and 
itt is for the Minister to ascertain that the underlying agreement only serves that 
sociall  purpose. This apparently takes the government action outside the scope of 
thee useful effect doctrine. The exception thus created shows a striking resem-
blancee to the test adopted by the Court under the second branch of the useful 
effectt doctrine. This is also apparent in the opinion of Advocate General Léger 

155 Buendia Sierra is a bit more outspoken and considers that it 'is bordering on the infantile in its formal-

ism',, Buendia Sierra 1999, p- 265. 
166 Opinion of A-G Jacobs in joined Cases C-180/98 to C-184/98, Pavlov, [2000] ECR 1-6451, para. 161. For 

similarr reasons, A-G Léger concurs with Jacobs in his opinion in Wouters, Case C-309/99, Wouters, 

[2002]]  ECR, I-1577. 
1717 Ibid., para. 163, Jacobs speaks of 'prima facie infringement' in his opinion. 

'88 Cf. Loozen 2000, p. 305 and Mortelmans 2001, p. 643 et sea. 
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inn the Wouters case.'9 In its judgment in Wouters, the Court also appears to have 
adoptedd this test to the extent that it considers the restrictive regulation by the 
Barr of the Netherlands, to fall outside Article 81(1) because it was necessary for 
thee proper practice of the legal profession.10 Although the test adopted by him 
iss quite the same as the one adopted by the Court in Pavlov the idea underlying 
bothh exceptions appears to be identical and has, with regard to the professions, 
beenn brought to the fore by Advocate-General Jacobs in Pavlov." Basically, the 
ideaa is that on the one hand the increased efficiency of self-regulation compared 
too command-and-control government regulation must be balanced with, on the 
otherr hand, the need to maintain control in order to ensure that the self-regula-
tionn does not turn into self-enrichment. The main elements are therefore the 
needd to ascertain that the general interest is and will remain the prime objective. 
Beloww we shall refer to the exception thus created as the general interest excep-
tion.. The addition, by the Court, of a possibility for a general interest exception 
withh regard to the useful effect doctrine should not come as a surprise. As will 
bee seen below, the relation between the useful effect rule and Article 86 is 
onee of lex generalis and lex specialis. With regard to a more or less defined area 
off  application, the two rules address the same point: member states may not 
restrictt or distort competition by using private firms. This relation between Arti-
clee 86 and the useful effect doctrine has a number of consequences. Firstly, the 
substantivee legality standards (i.e. in how far is a member state allowed to coope-
ratee with industry and restrict competition to attain general interest objectives?) 
mustt be identical. Secondly, the essential procedural aspects (most importantly 
thee burden of proof) should also be identical under both provisions. 

Withh regard to the first consequence, it cannot be accepted that the substan-
tivee legality standards under the useful effect rule and Article 86 diverge. In 
otherr words, it should not matter whether a member state grants exclusive rights 
(aa practice governed by Article 86) or whether it opts for self-regulation to attain 
thee objectives of general interest. It is therefore submitted that, essentially, the 
legalityy standards as far as the prohibitions in both norms is concerned, Article 
86(i)) and the useful effect doctrine are comparable. However, as we wil l see 
below,, Article 86(2) provides for a potentially wide-ranging possibility to justify 
actionss that may fall within the scope of Article 86(1). The standards of legal-
ityy under the useful effect doctrine and Article 86 as a whole would diverge if 
thee useful effect rule would not allow for a justification or an exception similar 
too Article 86(2). It is submitted that in Pavlov the Court acknowledged this 

199 Opinion of A-G Léger in Case C-309/99, Wouters, [2002] ECR, I-1577, paras. 207, 212-228. 
200 Case C-309/99, Wouters, I2002] ECR, 1-1577, Para- I O 9- N o te that this relates to Article 81(1) not read in 

conjunctionn with Article 10 EC. See further, supra, paragraph 8.4.2.4 with regard to the the European 

Rulee of Reason. 

""  Ibid., para. 209. 
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discrepancyy and addressed it by providing for the exception possibility with 
regardd to actions that fall within the scope of the useful effect doctrine. As 
regardss the remarks made above with regard to the need to obtain an exemption 
iff  a member state wants to avoid breaching the first branch of the useful effect 
doctrine,, it is submitted that, insofar as Article 86(2) obviates the need for an 
exemption,, the applicability of the general interest exception should also make 
ann exemption superfluous. 

Withh regard to the second consequence, the existence of a general interest 
exceptionn to the useful effect doctrine restricts the scope of application of 
thiss doctrine as a tool to maintain or bring about effective competition. The 
dilemmaa is therefore identical to that existing with regard to Article 86(2) which 
alsoo balances the need to maintain undistorted competition with the legiti-
matee interest that member states may have in 'steering the economy' through 
distortionss of competition. With regard to Article 86(2) the burden of proof lies 
primarilyy with the member state or the firm that benefits from the exclusive 
right.""  By analogy, it should be for the parties to the underlying agreement 
andd the member state to establish, firstly, that the agreement indeed serves the 
generall  interest and, secondly, that there is active supervision to ensure that this 
iss indeed the prime objective for the general interest exception to apply. 

Lett us now consider the question of whether or not the general interest 
exceptionn could apply in an environmental context. Prima facie there is nothing 
too prevent the reasoning underlying the general interest exception from apply-
ingg with regard to environmental agreements. In fact, A-G Jacobs explicitly 
referss to the possibility that member states may want to extend the effects in 
thee environmental sphere to more actors than just the parties to the underlying 
agreement.. If the new escape route from the useful effect doctrine is to be seen 
ass an indication that the Court is more reluctant to apply the doctrine without 
anyy reservations, then this refining of the doctrine addresses the concerns 
mentionedd above.2>  In that case, the fact that the Court's reluctance to apply the 
usefull  effect doctrine can be explained by reasons of subsidiarity, should also 
nott stand in the way of applying this reasoning to government measures in the 
environmentall  context. If the general interest exception, as is submitted, is all 
aboutt striking the right balance between the freedom that member states should 
havee to efficiently organise their economies and the need to maintain competi-
tion,, then this should also not keep it from applying to environmental agree-
ments.. Particularly, in a highly technical area of law such as environmental law, 
self-regulationn is considered to bring with it clear efficiency gains. It is precisely 
throughh the general interest exception that such efficiencies should be taken 

""  Buendia Sierra 1999, p. 354, Case C-159/94, Commission v. France (French Electricity and Gas), [1997] 

ECRR I-5815, para. 94 and Case C-203/96, Dusseldorp, [1999] ECR, I-4075, para. 67. 
233 As would seem to be the rationale, cf. Neergaard 1998. 
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intoo account in creating an exception for government action with regard to self-
regulationn provided that the authorities ascertain (supervise) that environmental 
protectionn remains the prime objective. 

Ass a final means to escape from the useful effect doctrine, it is possible 
thatt the parties to an agreement that is subject to government involvement 
mayy benefit from the exception offered by Article 86(2) EC. We shall be look-
ingg closer at this provision and its application in the context of environmental 
protectionn below.34 

244 Infra chapter  12. 
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